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Abstract—Motivated by neutrality observed in natural evolution often redundant encodings are used in evolutionary algorithms. Many experimental studies have been carried out on this
topic. In this paper we present a ﬁrst rigorous runtime analysis
on the effect of using neutrality. We consider a simple model
where a layer of constant ﬁtness is distributed in the search space
and point out situations where the use of neutrality signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence the runtime of an evolutionary algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to
different kinds of optimization problems. One important issue
when designing such an algorithm is the encoding of possible
solutions. Often there is no direct representation but a special
genotype-phenotype mapping which in many cases introduces
redundancy. The use of redundancy is often motivated by the
neutrality which can be found in natural evolution. It has been
considered in several experimental studies whether redundancy
can signiﬁcantly help to come up with better algorithms [1,
14, 15, 18, 19].
The main aim of our investigations is to understand the
effect of neutrality a little bit deeper from a theoretical point of
view. This is also the case for all rigorous analyses carried out
in the past. The ﬁrst rigorous result on the runtime behavior of
EAs has been obtained in [10] where it is proven that the wellknown (1+1) EA is able to optimize the function ONEMAX
within an expected number of O(n log n) iterations. The function ONEMAX has also been considered in other scenarios as
the starting point for different runtime analyses [2, 3, 12]. After
the ﬁrst result for the (1+1) EA in [10] it has been shown in
[16] that this algorithm can solve some Long Path functions in
expected polynomial time. Later on different results have been
obtained for the optimization of pseudo Boolean functions
with different properties (see e. g. [4, 8]). The (1+1) EA has
also been subject of different investigations on some of the
best-known combinatorial optimization problems [7, 11, 21]
and seems to be a “standard” algorithms for investigating
the behavior of EAs with respect to their runtime behavior.
Algorithms working with a larger population size have been
considered in [17, 20].
We examine situations where neutrality does (or does not)
help to speed up computations compared with algorithms not
using such a mechanism. In our investigations we analyze a
simple model of neutrality already examined in [5, 6] by an
experimental study. Our aim is to carry out a rigorous analysis
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of the runtime for the model and functions investigated in these
papers.
The model of neutrality analyzed in our investigations
uses a single layer of constant ﬁtness. In the case of the
function ONEMAX using such a neutrality mechanism may
lead to an exponential runtime while the optimization time
is a small polynomial if no neutrality mechanism is used [4].
In [5, 6] it has been stated that neutrality might be useful when
considering a special class of deceptive functions. We prove
that the optimization time of the (1+1) EA is exponential for
all possible function values the layer can attain. Afterwards,
we present a function where neutrality is provably helpful. In
particular we show that neutrality might turn an optimization
time that is exponential with probability close to 1 into an
expected polynomial optimization time if the right neutrality
layer is used. The analysis for our function considers the
mixing time of the (1+1) EA. Using mixing time arguments
similar to [13] for the analysis of evolutionary algorithms
may be of independent interest and also helpful for analyzing
evolutionary algorithms in other situations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we
introduce the considered algorithm and our model of neutrality.
The functions considered in [5, 6] are analyzed rigorously in
Section III and IV. Section V shows our example where using
neutrality is provably helpful. We ﬁnish with some conclusions
and the statement of some topics for future work.
II. A LGORITHMS AND N EUTRALITY
We consider the optimization of pseudo Boolean functions
f : {0, 1}n → R. Our aim is to investigate how neutrality may
inﬂuence the search process when dealing with functions of
different kinds. We consider the model investigated in [5, 6]
where a constant ﬁtness layer that is identically distributed in
the whole search space is used. This is done by adding an
extra neutrality bit which decides whether a search point is on
the neutrality layer are not.
Using neutrality, we consider the search space {0, 1}m ,
where m = n + 1. The function value of the function
f ∗ : {0, 1}m → R with neutrality is given by the original
function f if the neutrality bit xm is set to 0. In the case
that xm = 1, the search point is on the neutrality layer and
the function value flayer is returned. Hence, we set
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f (x) :=

f (x1 , . . . , xn ) : xm = 0
: xm = 1.
flayer

We consider the well-known (1+1) EA working on bit
strings of length m and ﬂipping in each mutation step each bit
with probability 1/m. In addition the algorithm uses an elitism
selection method, where the offspring replaces its parent if its
function value is at least as good as the value of the parent.
Algorithm 1: (1+1) EA
1) Choose an initial solution x ∈ {0, 1}m
2) Repeat

• Create x by ﬂipping each bit of x with probability
1/m.
∗ 
∗

• If f (x ) ≥ f (x), set x := x .
In the case that the original function f is considered the
algorithm works with bit strings of length n and each bit is
ﬂipped with probability 1/n.
Analyzing the (1+1) EA with respect to its runtime behavior,
we are interested in the number of constructed solutions until
an optimal one has been created for the ﬁrst time. This is called
the runtime or optimization time of the considered algorithm.
Often, the expectation of this value is considered and called
the expected optimization time.
For convenience we make some deﬁnitions. For every bit
 ∈ {0, 1}n the string
string x ∈ {0, 1}m we denote by x
obtained from x by
removing the neutrality bit. Furthermore,
n
we deﬁne |x|1 := i=1 xi and |x|0 := n − |x|1 . Note that
|x|1 respectively |x|0 are the numbers of 1s respectively 0s of
x
 (ignoring the neutrality bit).
In the following we proof some properties that are very
useful for our analyses of the effect of neutrality. Lemma 1
provides the probability theoretical basis, whereas Lemma 2
is formulated more related to the (1+1) EA and can thus be
directly applied in some of our proofs. We use the following
convention: the s-fold composition ϕ ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ of a function
ϕ : Ω → Ω, Ω some domain, is denoted by ϕs . Furthermore,
ϕ0 should denote the identical mapping on Ω.
Lemma 1: Let Ω := {0, 1}n and x ∈ Ω be uniformly
distributed. Let N ⊆ Ω and ψ, ϕ : Ω → Ω be uniformly
distributed random variables. Moreover, let X0 be the event
that x ∈ N , and for s ≥ 1 let Xs be the event that
(ψ ◦ ϕs−1 )(x) ∈ N . Then

 t

|Ω \ N |
Xs ≥ 1 − (t + 1)
Prob
|Ω|
s=0
for every t ∈ N
Proof: We have
 t


1 − Prob
Xs ≤ Prob(x ∈ Ω \ N )
s=0

+ Prob(∃ 1 ≤ s ≤ t : ¬Xs )
t
|Ω \ N | 
+
≤
Prob(¬Xs ).
|Ω|
s=1
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Since x, ψ, and ϕ are uniformly distributed, it is immediate
by trivial induction that the random variable (ψ ◦ ϕs−1 )(x) is
uniformly distributed for s = 1, . . . , t. Thus,
Prob(¬Xs ) =

|Ω \ N |
|Ω|

for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t and the statement of the Lemma follows.
Lemma 2: Let Ω := {0, 1}n and deﬁne a special subset
N := {y ∈ Ω : f (y) < flayer }. Let x be the initial solution
of the (1 + 1) EA. Let us assume that x is neutral and x
 is
uniformly distributed in Ω. Then all solutions x up to step t of
the (1 + 1) EA (including the initial solution) stay neutral and
|
satisfy x
 ∈ N with probability Pneu at least 1 − (t + 1) |Ω\N
|Ω| .
Proof: For convenience we denote here the initial solution
by x0 and the solution after step s by xs . Recall that x0 is
neutral and observe that x1 , . . . , xi stay in any case neutral
i ∈ N . Thus we can lower bound the probability
if x
0 , . . . , x
Pneu by the probability
Prob(∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ t : x
i ∈ N ).
To estimate this probability, let us deﬁne the random variables
ψ, ϕ : Ω → Ω, where ψ changes any bit of a given string in
Ω independently with probability 1/m, and
ϕ(y) =

ψ(y)
y

with probability 1 − 1/m,
with probability 1/m.

Both random variables are uniformly distributed. We simulate
the generation of an offspring x of a solution x of the
x), ν), where the neutral bit ν differs
(1+1) EA by x = (ψ(
from the neutral bit of x with chance 1/m. If x is neutral
and x
, x
 ∈ N , then the ﬁrst n bits of the new solution are
generated by ϕ(
xi ). We claim that
Prob(∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ t : x
i ∈ N ) ≥
Prob(
x0 ∈ N , ∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ t : (ψ ◦ ϕs−1 )(
x0 ) ∈ N ).
Indeed, let x
0 ∈ N and (ψ ◦ ϕs−1 )(
x0 ) ∈ N for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t.
s = ϕs (
x0 ).
By induction on s we show that x
s ∈ N and x
0
Obviously, x
0 = ϕ (
x0 ) ∈ N . Assume now that x
i ∈ N and
x0 ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ s−1. It is easily seen (e.g., by trivial
x
i = ϕi (
induction) that xs−1 is necessarily neutral. If xs−1 denotes its
offspring, then x
s−1 = ψ(
xs−1 ) = (ψ ◦ ϕs−1 )(
x0 ) ∈ N . Thus
s = ϕ(
xs−1 ) = ϕs (
x0 ). Hence our claim is
x
s ∈ N and x
veriﬁed. Due to Lemma 1 the proof is complete.
III. A NALYSIS FOR O NEMAX
In [5, 6] experiments for the function ONEMAX have been
carried out. ONEMAX is the simplest non-trivial function that
can be considered and has been served as a starting point for
analyzing a wide range of evolutionary computation methods
[2–4, 10, 12]. It is well known that the expected optimization
time of the (1+1) EA without using neutrality is O(n log n)
on each linear pseudo-boolean function (including ONEMAX)
[4]. The function ONEMAX is deﬁned as
ONEMAX(x)

=

n

i=1
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xi .

In the following we will carry out a runtime analysis of
the (1+1) EA on its extension to neutrality. The following
result shows that if the value of the neutrality layer is only
a little bit smaller than the expected ONEMAX-value of the
initial solution, neutrality does not effect the magnitude of the
expected optimization time.
Theorem 3: Choosing flayer = cn, c < 1/2 a constant, the
expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on ONEMAX ∗ is
Θ(n log n).
Proof: The lower bound holds for any pseudo-boolean
function with a single global optimum using the ideas of the
coupon collectors theorem [9]. The corresponding proof can
be found in [4]. It remains to show the upper bound.
If xm = 1 holds for the initial solution x the solution is
on the neutrality layer. The expected time until a solution z
with zm = 0 is determined is O(m). Up to this moment, all
solutions are accepted, since they all have the same function
 is univalue flayer . Thus, for each individual x the string x
formly distributed in {0, 1}n . Hence, using standard Chernoff
bounds one gets |z|1 > cn with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) . If
such a z with zm = 0 and |z|1 > flayer has been produced
no solution with neutrality bit 1 is accepted by the (1+1) EA
afterwards. Therefore, the (1+1) EA behaves in this case as the
(1+1) EA on the original function ONEMAX and its expected
optimization time is upper bounded by O(n log n) due to
ﬁtness layer arguments given in [4].
It remains to reduce the case that the ﬁrst solution z with
zm = 0 has ONEMAX-value at most cn to the ﬁrst one. The
probability for this event is e−Ω(n) as already stated. We show
that in this case after an expected number of O(n2 ) steps
of the (1+1) EA a solution y with ONEMAX(y) > flayer
and ym = 0 will be determined. Note that the contribution
of this O(n2 ) mutation steps to the expected runtime is
O(n2 )e−Ω(n) = e−Ω(n) . Let us consider a solution x with
|x|1 ≤ cn and its offspring z. The expected number of 1s in z
1
is |x|1 + |x|0 −|x|
≥ |x|1 + (1 − 2c). Thus, in an expected
n
n
steps the (1+1) EA produces a
number of less than 1−2c
solution x with |x|1 > cn. Since the probability that the
1
= Ω( n1 ), after an
neutrality bit ﬂips in this last step is m
2
expected number of O(n ) (in this special situation) a solution
z with |z|1 > cn and zm = 0 is produced. Thus, we have
reduced this special case to the normal case considered above.
Altogether, we have shown that the (1+1) EA determines the
optimal solution in expected time Θ(n log n).
The next result shows that if the value of the neutrality layer
is a bit larger than the expected ONEMAX-value of the initial
solution, neutrality does effect the magnitude of the expected
optimization time in a counterproductive way.
Theorem 4: Choosing flayer = cn, 1/2 < c < 1 a constant,
the (1+1) EA does not determine the optimum on ONEMAX ∗
(2c−1)2
in e 12 n steps with probability 1/2 − e−Ω(n) . In particular,
the expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA is exponential.
Proof: With probability 1/2 the initial solution of the
(1+1) EA is neutral and we can apply Lemma 2. We deﬁne
the set N := {y ∈ Ω : ONEMAX(y) < cn}. Using Chernoff

bounds for an x chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}n we
get
(2c−1)2
|Ω \ N |
= Prob(ONEMAX(x) ≥ cn) ≤ e− 6 n .
|Ω|
(2c−1)2

Applying Lemma 2, in the ﬁrst e 12 n steps of the (1+1) EA
the currently best solution stays neutral and in N with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) . This proves the theorem.
IV. T RAP F UNCTION
In this section we study deceptive functions also considered
from an experimental point of view in [5, 6]. Deceptive functions seem to be particularly hard to optimize by evolutionary
algorithms as they mislead the search process. We investigate
T RAPz (x) :=

n−1
z (z − |x|1 )
n
n−z (|x|1 − z)

if |x|1 ≤ z
if |x|1 > z.

In the case z = n − 1, we are dealing with the function
T RAP for which a lower bound nn on the expected runtime
has been given in [4].
We are considering the case where the slope-change location
z is given by z = λn for some 1/2 < λ < 1.
Theorem 5: If 1/2 < λ < 1 and z := λn, the optimization
time of the (1+1) EA on the function T RAP z is lower bounded
by nn/2 with probability 1−e−Ω(n) . In particular, the expected
optimization time of the (1+1) EA is exponential.
Proof: Let x be the initial individual of the (1+1) EA.
It satisﬁes |x|1 < λ+1/2
n with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) using
2
Chernoff bounds. The only steps accepted by the (1+1) EA
are the following. Either an offspring with at least the number
of 1s as the current solution or an offspring with more than
z = λn 1s is produced. In the former case the (1+1) EA is
mislead in the direction of the local optimum 0n . For the latter
case, a mutation step with at least d := 2λ−1
4 n ﬂipping bits is
needed. The probability of such a step is at most
n
d

1
nd

≤

1
d!

= n−Ω(n) .

We consider a phase of n3 mutation steps. The probability
that an individual x with |x|1 > z is produced in this phase is
clearly e−Ω(n) by the last argument. On the other hand, in an
expected number of O(n log n) steps the (1+1) EA has reached
the search point 0n since the function T RAP z behaves just like
the function ZEROMAX on the set {x ∈ {0, 1}n | |x|1 ≤ z}.
Using Markov’s inequality, there is a constant c > 0 such that
with probability at least 1/2 the search point 0n is reached
in at most cn log n steps. In the phase of n3 steps we repeat
this short phase of cn log n steps more than n times. Thus, the
probability that the (1+1) EA has determined the string 0n as
current solution after n3 steps is at least 1 − e−Ω(n) .
Now the only mutation step accepted by the (1+1) EA
is the step ﬂipping all bits of the current solution 0n at
once. The probability for such a mutation is n−n . Thus, the
(1+1) EA determines the optimum 1n in the next nn/2 steps
with probability n−Ω(n) . This proves the Theorem.
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We now investigate the effect of neutrality for the behavior
of the (1+1) EA on the function T RAP z . Like in the last
section we choose the neutrality level as flayer = cn for a
ﬁxed constant 0 < c < 1. More precisely, we examine this
effect for two different ranges of c depending on the slopechange location z = λn. In the next theorem we consider the
1
). If we choose c in this range, the
range 0 < c < (1 − 2λ
set N = {y ∈ Ω : T RAPz (y) < flayer } (with Ω = {0, 1}n )
|
−Ω(n)
satisﬁes |N
. This is the essential property for the
|Ω| = e
proof of the Theorem.
1
Theorem 6: If 0 < c < (1 − 2λ
), the optimization time
of the (1+1) EA on the function T RAP ∗z is lower bounded by
nn/2 with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) .
1
) − c > 0. We now show that all
Proof: Set ε := (1 − 2λ
x) > flayer . For this
x with |x|1 ≤ (1 + ε) n2 satisfy T rapz (
ε
+ 2λ−1−ε
< ε for n large enough.
aim we use the fact that 2λ
2λn
Let x ∈ {0, 1}n with |x|1 ≤ (1 + ε) n2 . Then
T RAPz (
x) =
≥
=
=
>

n−1
z (z − |x|1 )
n−1
1+ε
λn (λ − 2 )n
n−1
1
ε
n (1 − 2λ − 2λ )n
1
ε
(1 − 2λ − 2λ − 2λ−1−ε
2λn )n
1
(1 − 2λ − ε)n

= cn.
After an expected number of at most em steps the (1+1) EA
has determined a solution x with xm = 0. Until this moment
all offsprings were accepted as solution by the (1+1) EA, since
 is
they all share the same function value flayer . Hence, x
uniformly distributed in {0, 1}n . Using Chernoff bounds, the
probability that |x|1 ≤ (1 + 2ε ) n2 is 1 − e−Ω(n) . The only
chance for the (1+1) EA to produce an accepted solution y
with |y|1 > |x|1 is a mutation step ﬂipping Θ(n) 0–bits. The
probability for such a step is n−Ω(n) as already shown in the
proof of Theorem 5. Now we are in the situation of the proof of
Theorem 5, since the (1+1) EA is not affected by the neutrality
henceforth (apart from switching the neutrality bit from time
to time). This implies that the (1+1) EA has not determined the
optimum in nn/2 mutation steps with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) .
The performance of the (1+1) EA on the function T RAP ∗z
1
with flayer = cn and (1 − 2λ
) < c < 1 is the content of the
next theorem. N = {y ∈ Ω : T RAP z (y) < flayer } satisﬁes
|Ω\N |
= e−Ω(n) , if c is in this range. This is the reason,
|Ω|
why the (1+1) EA behaves different in this situation. However,
the optimization time of the (1+1) EA stays exponential with
probability exponentially close to 1.
1
Theorem 7: If (1 − 2λ
) < c < 1, the optimization time of
the (1+1) EA on the function T RAP ∗z is lower bounded by eαn ,
α > 0 a constant, with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) .
1
) > 0. We prove that all x
Proof: Set ε := c − (1 − 2λ
n
x) < flayer . For this
with (1 − ε) 2 ≤ |x|1 ≤ z satisfy T RAPz (
ε
+ 2λ−1+ε
< ε for n large enough.
aim we use the fact that 2λ
2λn
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Let x ∈ {0, 1}n with (1 − ε) n2 ≤ |x|1 ≤ z. Then
T RAPz (
x) =
≤
=
=
<

n−1
z (z − |x|1 )
n−1
1−ε
λn (λ − 2 )n
n−1
1
ε
n (1 − 2λ + 2λ )n
1
ε
+ 2λ
+ 2λ−1+ε
(1 − 2λ
2λn )n
1
(1 − 2λ + ε)n

= cn.
We already know that |x|1 ≤ λ+1/2
n holds for the initial
2
solution with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) . If xm = 1 we can apply
Lemma 2. Since N = {y ∈ Ω : T RAP z (y) < flayer } ⊇
|
{y ∈ Ω : (1 − ε) n2 ≤ |x|1 ≤ z}, we get |Ω\N
= e−Ω(n)
|Ω|
by Chernoff bounds. Hence, Lemma 2 assures that there is a
constant α > 0 such that after eαn steps of the (1+1) EA the
current solution is on the neutrality level and thus not optimal
with probability 1 − e−Ω(n) .
We now consider the case where the neutrality bit of the
initial solution is 0. The behavior is the same as the (1+1) EA
on T RAP z as long as the neutrality bit is not set to 1. Hence,
the number of ones can not decrease within this phase with
probability 1−e−Ω(n) . If a solution x with T RAP z (x) > flayer
has been obtained before the neutrality bit is set to one, no
solution on the neutrality layer is accepted and we are again
in the situation of the (1+1) EA on T RAP z .
It remains to consider the case where the neutrality bit is
set to one before the (1+1) EA has obtained a solution x with
T RAPz (x) > flayer . Let us denote the initial individual of
the (1+1) EA by x and the ﬁrst solution of the (1+1) EA
with neutrality bit one by y. With probability 1 − e−Ω(n) we
have x, y ∈ N . Moreover, since with probability 1 − e−Ω(n)
no mutation steps of the (1+1) EA that increase the number
of ones of the current solution were accepted, the probability
distributions of |x|1 and |y|1 have the following property. We
can get the probability distribution of |y|1 from the one of |x|1
by shifting weight from the right to the left. Let us consider
v, w, ∈ {0, 1}n with |v|1 ≤ |w|1 < k for a k ≤ n. The
probability that the (1+1) EA produces in the next t steps a
solution with at least k ones when starting in v is clearly less
or equal than the success probability for the (1+1) EA starting
in w. Using these two arguments, the probability to reach the
optimum in eαn steps, α > 0 an appropriate constant, starting
from the element y is upper bounded by the probability to
reach the optimum when starting in x (the initial solution of
the (1+1) EA). This reduces our considerations to the case
that the initial solution x satisﬁes xm = 1 and completes the
proof.
V. N EUTRALITY HELPS
The results of the previous section show that the use of
the considered neutrality mechanism is not able to reduce
the runtime signiﬁcantly for the class of deceptive functions
considered in [5, 6]. The aim of this section is to point out
situations where the use of neutrality can signiﬁcantly reduce
the runtime, i. e. from exponential to polynomial. We consider
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a deceptive function with two local optimal search points 0n
and 1n . In addition there is a polynomial fraction of search
points in the search space that have a better ﬁtness value
than the two local optima. In the case that such a search
point of ﬁtness at least n has been obtained the well-known
function LeadingOnes [4] directs the search to a single global
optimum. W. l. o. g. we assume that n is even in the following.
We investigated the function PEAK deﬁned as
⎧ n
: |x|1 < n2
⎨ 2 − |x|1
|x|1 − n2
: |x|1 > n2
PEAK(x) :=
⎩
n + LeadingOnes(x) : |x|1 = n2 .
as well as its extension
PEAK∗ . We deﬁne by
n to neutrality
n
n
P = {x ∈ {0, 1} : i=1 xi = 2 } the set of search points
that are on the peak level. First, we investigate the (1+1) EA on
the original function. As long as no search point with ﬁtness
value at least n has been obtained the search is mislead to one
of the local optima. This has the following consequence.
Theorem 8: The optimization time of the (1+1) EA on
PEAK is Ω(( n4 )n/2 ) with probability 1 − o(1).
Proof: W. l. o. g. we assume the n is even. The number
of bit strings whose number of ones is exactly n/2 is
n
n/2


∼

2 −1/2 n
n
2
π

using Stirling’s formula.
Hence, the initial solution consists of exactly n/2 ones with
probability
n
· 2−n = Θ(n−1/2 ),
n/2
and the probability that the number of ones lies in the interval [n/2 − n1/4 , n/2 + n1/4 ] is O(n1/4 n−1/2 ) = O(n−1/4 ).
We consider a phase of n3/2 steps under the condition that
the initial solution has Hamming distance at least n1/4 to any
solution with exactly n/2 ones. The number of ﬂipping bits
in a single mutation step is asymptotically Poisson-distributed
and therefore the probability of having a step with n1/4
ﬂipping bits within this phase is o(1). This implies that the
smallest Hamming distance to a solution with exactly n/2
ones does not decrease within this phase with probability
1 − o(1). Let x be such a solution whose ﬁtness value is k.
The probability of achieving a solution with a higher ﬁtness
value is at least
n/2 − k
n

(1 − 1/n)

n−1

≥

n/2 − k
en

as there are at least n/2 − k 1-bit ﬂips which lead to an
improvement. This implies that a solution with ﬁtness value
exactly n/2 (one of the search points 0n and 1n ) has been
obtained after an expected number of O(n log n) steps. The
probability that such a solution has not been obtained within
a phase of n3/2 steps is o(1) using Markov’s inequality.
Afterwards, the probability of producing from one of the

search points 0n of 1n a solution with exactly n/2 is upper
bounded by
 n −n/2
n
n/2
n/2
· (1 − 1/n)
=O
(1/n)
.
n/2
4
All failure probabilities to do not obtain the search point 0n
or 1n are o(1), which implies that the optimization time is
Ω(( n4 )n/2 ) with probability 1 − o(1).
While the optimization is exponential with probability
asymptotically close to 1, a polynomial optimization can be
proven when neutrality is used. In this case the neutrality
layer may prevent the algorithm from being mislead into the
direction of a local optimum.
Theorem 9: Let ε > 0. Choosing flayer = cn, 0 < c < 1/2
a constant, the optimization time of the (1+1) EA on PEAK∗
is O(n2 log n) with probability 1/2 − ε.
Proof: With probability 1/2 the initial solution satisﬁes
xm = 1 and therefore PEAK∗ (x) = flayer . The probability to
produce a solution z with PEAK(z) ≥ flayer is e−Ω(n) which
also holds for a polynomial number of steps. The probability
to obtain a solution z with PEAK(z) ≥ n is Θ(n−1/2 ) and
the probability of ﬂipping the bit zm in this step is 1/m if
the failure has not happened. Using Markov’s inequality such
a solution has been obtained within n2 steps with probability
1 − o(1).
It remains to consider the time until a solution z with exactly
n/2 leading ones has been obtained. Note, that no solution z
with zm = 1 is accepted if we have obtained for the ﬁrst
time a solution with exactly n/2 ones. Let k be the number of
leading ones in the current solution x. An improvement can be
achieved by ﬂipping the bit xk+1 of x and one of the n/2 − k
1-bits not contributing to the leading ones values. Hence, the
probability for an improvement is at least
n/2 − k
1 n/2 − k
·
(1 − 1/n)n−2 ≥
n
n
en2
The expected time until a LeadingOnes-value of n/2 has been
obtained is O(n2 log n) by summing up the different waiting
times to achieve an improvement. Hence, using Markov’s
inequality O(n2 log n) steps are enough with probability 1−ε.
After having chosen xm = 1 for the initial solution x all
failure probabilities have been bounded by o(1), which proves
the theorem.
For the ﬁtness layer values investigated in Theorem 9 there
is only a constant probability that the search is successful.
However a failure with another constant probability obtaining
one of the local optima is still possible. This would imply an
expected exponential optimization time. We can prevent such
an inefﬁcient behavior by choosing a larger value of flayer
which leads to an expected polynomial optimization time.
Theorem 10: Choosing flayer = cn, 1/2 < c < 1 a
constant, the expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on
PEAK∗ is O(n2 log n).
Proof: We consider the following three phases: (i) the
phase until the ﬁrst individual with set neutrality bit is produced, (ii) the phase until an individual on the peak level P is
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determined and the neutrality bit is unset, and (iii) the phase
of optimizing the leading ones problem on the peak level.
In phase (i) the neutrality bit has to be set to one, which
happens after an expected number of O(n) mutation steps.
The main problem in phase (ii) is, that we cannot assume
a uniform distribution of the current individual, since in the
ﬁrst phase (until an individual with xm = 1 is produced) the
(1+1) EA guides the current individual either to the string
0n or to the string 1n . In the following, we show that the
current individual is almost uniformly distributed in {0, 1}n
after Θ(n log n) mutation steps by analyzing the mixing time
of the (1+1) EA. Let x denote the ﬁrst individual with xm = 1
and let y be the N ’s individual with neutrality bit set after x
is produced, where N ≥ n log n. For every bit of the yi we
upper bound the difference Prob(yi = xi ) − Prob(yi = xi ).
We have
Prob(yi = xi ) − Prob(yi = xi )
=

N

 1 i 
n

1−


1 N −i
n

N

 1 i 

−

n

i=0
2|i

=

N


1−


1 N −i
n

i=0
2|(i+1)



− n1

i 

1−


1 N −i
n

= (− n1 + (1 − n1 ))N

i=0

≤ (1 − n2 )n log n ≤ e−2 log n =

1
n2 .

Using Prob(yi = xi ) + Prob(yi = xi ) = 1, we obtain
Prob(yi = 1) ≥ 12 (1 − n12 ) and Prob(yi = 0) ≥ 12 (1 − n12 ),
respectively. Thus, we get for every z ∈ {0, 1}n
Prob(y = z) ≥ [ 12 (1 −

1 n
n2 )]

≥

1 1
e 2n .

Hence, after n log n steps or more, independent of the starting
vertex, the probability to be on a particular vertex is Θ(2−n ).
Therefore, the probability for an individual to be on the peak
level P is Θ(|P |2−n ) = Θ(n−1/2 ) after this number of steps.
The probability of turning off neutrality in a step that produces
a solution of P is 1/n. Hence, an expected number of O(n3/2 )
steps sufﬁces to produce a solution x ∈ P where xm = 0
holds.
The optimal solution of P is obtained afterwards within
O(n2 log n) steps as shown in the proof of Theorem 9.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The inﬂuence of neutrality has been considered in several
experimental studies. We have carried out the ﬁrst rigorous
runtime analysis of an evolutionary algorithms using neutrality.
The model of neutrality that has been subject of this paper has
already been considered in [5, 6]. We have shown that there is
no signiﬁcant advantage for using neutrality for the function
ONEMAX and the class of deceptive functions investigated
in these papers (i. e. in the case of the proposed deceptive
functions, the expected optimization time is exponential regardless of the value of the ﬁtness layer). In contrast to this, we
have pointed out that neutrality may be helpful for deceptive
functions when the number of search points being nearly
optimal is at least a polynomial fraction of the search space.
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The functions considered in this paper are artiﬁcial ones
which should make clear some effects neutrality might have
on the runtime of evolutionary algorithms. For future work,
it would be interesting to see whether a positive effect of
neutrality with respect to the runtime can also be proven
for some real-world problem (e. g. a particular combinatorial
optimization problem).
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